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passage of the ore through a mill to produce a high proportion of material which is finer than 200 mesh. An instance is given by Webster,1 in which ore crushed size to 1 J-inch was fed into a Chilian mill and in one operation 80 per cent, of — 200-mesh material was produced with a mechanical efficiency of 46-13 per cent. By classifying the mill product and returning the oversize, no appreciable increase in the amount of slimes produced was noticed.
J. B. Empson 2 gives a number of figures showing the work of low-speed Chilian mills as fine grinders, and compares them favourably with stamps and stamp-tube mill combinations. He mentions the following advantages of Chilian mills over stamps :—
1.  Less height required.
2.  Cheaper foundations.
3.  Fewer repairs.
4.  Withstand rough handling.
5.  Overfeeding or underfeeding does not hint mill. G.  In some cases absence of all screens.
7.  Repairs can be made on the ground.
8.  Mini in inn vibration.
At the Goldfield Consolidated Mill 3 six Chilian mills were installed between the existing stamps and the tubes, instead of adding forty extra stamps. The capacity of the plant was thereby increased 40 per cent.
The Akron, mill is described by Eaton as a typical instance of a Chilian mill of hiijh speed 4 (see Fig. J16).
The base of the mill is a circular casting, and is designed so that the mill can run in either a right-hand or left-hand direction.
The mortar consists of one casting, or may be made with the upper, lighter portion separate from the lower, heavier portion. The total screen area is 1,800 square inches, and is divided into five sections round the mill. A semicircular launder, placed round the mortar and inside the splash plates serves to carry the pulp towards the apron.
The pan should be as narrow as possible without allowing any coarse material to pass through the screens.
When new, the, die-ring, which fits into the mortar, is 1 inch be-low the screen. It is 5 feet in diameter, and has a cross-section 7 >: 4 inches.
The rollers, three in number, are heavy solid castings, weighing 3,000 Ibs. each, and are carried on trunnions which fit into boxes on the drive bead over the central spindle. The rollers can assume any angle when passing over uneven ore. The tyre is made (like the die-ring) of rolled steel, and is fixed on to the casting by wooden wedges. The centre of the roller shaft is placed a little higher than the centre of the trunnion, thus allowing the centrifugal force to increase the crushing capacity. The correct position of the rollers is to have them inclined slightly inwards at the top. It is recommended r> that the tyres should have a groove along their centre, and that compensating weights should be added as the tyres wear.
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